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Cell/Dendrite Distribution in Directionally Solidified
Hypoeutectic Pb-Sb Alloys
S.P. O’DELL, G.L. DING, and S.N. TEWARI
The alloys Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb and Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb were directionally solidified with three different
thermal gradients of 40, 86, and 140 K cm21 at growth rates ranging from 0.6 to 30 mm s21. A
Gaussian peak amplitude analysis of the cell/dendrite spacing distribution shows a distinct peak
corresponding to the nearest neighbors. The peaks corresponding to the second and the third nearest
neighbor spacings are also brought out by this technique. The ratios of the second to the first nearest
neighbor spacings and that of the third to the first neighbor spacings are 1.85 6 0.11 and 2.70 6
0.25, respectively. This indicates that the cells and dendrites both have a hexagonal distribution with
a significant amount of superimposed noise. This is also confirmed by the frequency distribution of
their number of nearest neighbors (coordination number).
I. INTRODUCTION primary spacing,[8,9] would require a detailed statistical anal-
ysis of the distribution of the nearest and higher-order pri-
PRIMARY dendrites and their distribution influence the mary dendrite spacings. The purpose of this research was
mechanical properties of cast components. Their processing- to compare the cells and dendrites in directionally solidified
parameter dependence has therefore been extensively investi- metallic alloys for statistical distribution of nearest and
higher-order neighbor spacings, and also to compare themgated. Theoretical analyses have generally assumed a two-
for the frequency distribution of their coordination numbersdimensional (2-D) axisymmetric distribution of dendrites.[1,2]
(i.e., their number of nearest neighbors)Only recently has three-dimensional (3-D) analysis of den-
During directional solidification of metallic alloys, withdrites been attempted by phase-field methods.[3,4] An exten-
melt on top and solid below, the thermal profile is expectedsive body of literature exists on the dependence of the average
to cause stability against convection. However, the solutalprimary spacing on the composition, growth speed, and ther-
profile in the mushy zone and in the overlying melt immedi-mal gradients for both the cellular and dendritic morpholo-
ately ahead of the dendritic array would be expected to causegies. Primary dendrite spacing has generally been measured
stability only if the solute enrichment increases the meltas (A)0.5/N, where N is the number of dendrites in a given area
density (for example, hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloys). In binaryA on a cross section that is transverse to the growth direction.
alloys where the solute enrichment decreases the melt den-This technique inherently assumes a square distribution of
sity (e.g., hypoeutectic Pb-Sn alloys), significant convectiondendriteson the transversecross section.A squaredistribution
is expected. The logical choice for our study would, there-of dendrites has been assumed for modeling mushy-zone per-
fore, have been hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloys. However, thesemeability.[5] A rectangular distribution has been assumed for
alloys are prone to “steepling,” clustering of dendrites onexamining the interaction among neighboring dendrites.[6]
the sample cross section, which produces a very nonuniformEachprimary dendritedoes havea fourfoldsymmetry in terms
transverse microstructure.[10] Although the solutally unstable
of its side-branch formation, but the distribution of many den-
alloys are susceptible to convection, a uniform primary den-drites with respect to each other on the transverse section may drite distribution across the entire sample cross section is
not be square or rectangular. No detailed statistical examina- generally obtained,[11] unless the growth conditions are
tion of the primary dendrite distribution has been reported. pushed into the domain of “freckle” or “chimney” formationThere is only one such study reported in the literature, and in the mushy zone.[12] Therefore, for this study, solutally
that is for the cellular array in directionally solidifying Pb-Tl unstable growth conditions were selected, using Pb-2.2 wt
alloy.[7] Here, the cellular distribution was examined using pct Sb and Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloys. The solute content of
a Wigner–Seitz construction of cell boundaries followed by the first alloy is less than the maximum solubility limit of
minimum spanning tree analysis. This analysis demonstrated antimony in lead (a freezing range of 61 K with about 9 pct
that thecellshaveahexagonaldistributionwith randomsuper- eutectic liquid) and that of the second alloy is more than
imposed noise. the solubility limit (a freezing range of 37 K with about 38
Theoretical analyses of the mechanisms responsible for pct eutectic liquid). Hence, the second alloy was expected
determining the range of primary spacings observed during to have a more permeable mushy zone and more thermosolu-
directional solidification at a given speed, taking into account tal convection.
the recently discovered history dependence of the average
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The roughly 24- to 30-cm-long Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb and Pb-
S.P. O’DELL, Undergraduate Student, G.L. DING, Research Associate, 5.8 wt pct Sb feedstock samples were obtained by induction
and S.N. TEWARI, Professor, are with the Chemical Engineering Depart-
melting a charge (lead 99.99 pct purity and antimony 99.999ment, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115.
Manuscript submitted October 8, 1998. pct purity) under an ultra-high-purity argon atmosphere in
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B. Distribution of Nearest and Higher-Order
Intercellular and Interdendritic Spacings
Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively, show typical quenched
microstructure for cellular and dendritic morphologies in
directionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy. The longitudi-
nal sections show that the cells and dendrites were well
aligned parallel to the growth direction, as indicated by the
longitudinal views. Distribution of cells and dendrites on
the transverse section was also uniform, as typically shown
in the transverse views.
Figures 3(a) and (b), respectively, give typical distribu-
tions of nearest and higher-order primary spacings for cells
and dendrites. The spacing data in this figure correspond to
the distance between the centroids of the cells or dendrites.
There is a very distinct peak corresponding to the nearest
neighbors for both the cellular and dendritic morphologies.
The second nearest neighbor peak is less distinct. Higher-
order spacing peaks are masked by the large disorder in the
spatial distribution of dendrites and cells. In order to de-
convolute the hidden peaks, the spacing distribution data
were analyzed by PEAKFIT* 4.06 software, using Gaussian
Fig. 1—Axial variation in antimony content due to macrosegregation in
*PEAKFIT is a trademark of SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL.directionally solidified samples of Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb and Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb,
grown at V 5 3 mm s21 and G 5 140 K cm21.
amplitude analysis with variable peak width following sub-
traction of the linear background. The spacing distribution
was smoothed using a utility called Automated FFT Smooth-
a graphite crucible and then pushing the melt into evacuated ing in the PEAKFIT 4.06 software. The spacing distribution
quartz tubes (0.6-cm i.d.) with the aid of argon pressure. data smoothed in this manner are shown in Figures 3(a) and
These cast rods were then placed in quartz ampoules (0.7- (b). The smoothed data are then fitted to Gaussian amplitude
cm i.d., 61-cm long), which were sealed at the bottom. using another utility called Automatic Peak Detection & Fit-
Directional solidification was carried out in a flowing argon ting, Method III in the PEAKFIT software. This utility auto-
atmosphere by pulling the ampoule from the hot zone of matically detects peaks and fits the data to a Gaussian
the furnace at speeds ranging from 0.8 to 30 mm s21. The amplitude by de-convolution. The obtained typical results for
thermal profile during directional solidification was recorded the cellular and dendritic microstructures shown in Figures
by Chromel–Alumel thermocouples (0.01-cm diameter) 2(a) and (b) are given in Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively.
placed in 0.06-cm o.d. quartz capillaries inside the melt. For each Gaussian peak, the frequency F is given as F 5 A0Directional solidification was carried out under steady-state exp [20.5((X 2 A1)/A2)2], where X is the spacing, A0 is thethermal profiles, as evidenced by the identical thermal pro- peak amplitude, A1 the peak center, and A2 the peak widthfiles recorded by three thermocouples that were placed 2 cm parameter (standard deviation). The fitting coefficients of
apart along the sample axis. After about 7 cm of directional determination (r 2) to Gaussian amplitude are 0.98 and 0.96
solidification, the quartz ampoule was quickly withdrawn for the two cases shown in Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively,
from the furnace and quenched by spraying water. Three indicating a good fit to the Gaussian distribution. Table I pre-
different thermal gradients, 40, 86, and 140 K cm21, were sents the similarly obtained results for the Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb
used in the present investigation. Microstructures were alloy grown at various speeds under a thermal gradient of 86
observed by standard optical metallography techniques on K cm21. The three parameters, A0, A1, and A2, are listed,the longitudinal (parallel to the growth direction) and trans- respectively, for the three peaks. Column 5 lists the various
verse sections using an etchant made up of 70 mL acetic r 2 values. High values of r 2 in Table I indicate that the spacing
acid and 30 mL H2O2 (30 pct). distribution data for both the cells and dendrites can be
described by Gaussian peaks corresponding to the first, sec-
ond, and the third nearest neighbor spacings. Table I also listsIII. RESULTS
the ratio of the width parameter (A2) and the peak center (A1)
A. Macrosegregation Due to Convection for the nearest neighbor peaks. This ratio is an indication of
the extent of superimposed noise. Table II presents the ratiosFigure 1 shows typical antimony content variation along
of the second to the first nearest neighbor spacing (A1 for sec-the directionally solidified length of the Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb
ond peak/A1 for first peak) and those of the third to the firstand Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb samples grown at 3 mm s21 and 140
nearest neighbor spacing (A1 for third peak/A1 for first peak)K cm21. The composition of the quenched liquid portion of
for all the samples examined in this study.the samples are indicated as “quenched liquid.” In compari-
son, the composition variation along the length of as-cast
C. Frequency Distribution of Coordination Number forfeedstock samples was typically within 60.15 wt pct Sb.
Cells and DendritesLongitudinal macrosegregation in the directionally solidified
samples is evidence of convection and mixing of the inter- Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of the coordina-
tion number (number of nearest neighbors) for cells anddendritic mushy-zone liquid with the overlying melt.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2—Typical microstructures of directionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy (thermal gradient GL 5 86 K/cm): (a) dendritic growth at V 5 18.4 mm/
s and (b) cellular growth at V 5 1.5 mm/s.
dendrites as observed on the transverse sections of the direc- for the thermal gradients of 40 K cm21 (seven growth
speeds), 86 K cm21 (11 growth speeds), and 140 K cm21tionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy samples. It includes
data from seven different growth speeds at the temperature (seven growth speeds) are presented in Figure 6. Now, the
overwhelming dominance of six as the coordination numbergradient of 86 K cm21. Growth speeds less than 1.8 mm s21
correspond to the cells and growth speeds larger than 1.8 is clearly evident.
Cells and dendrites both show the predominance of sixmm s21 to the dendrites. There is considerable scatter in the
data. However, six nearest neighbors appear to be predomi- as their coordination number, as indicated in Figure 7, which
contains data for the Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy. Figure 7(a)nant. This becomes more evident if we combine all the
data, irrespective of their growth speeds, into one overall combines all the frequency distributions for dendrites, irre-
spective of the growth speeds and thermal gradients, andfrequency distribution. Such overall frequency distributions




Fig. 4—Gausse amplitude fit to the spacing distribution (thermal gradient
GL 5 86 K/cm): (a) dendritic growth at V 5 18.4 mm/s and (b) cellular
growth at V 5 1.5 mm/s.
(b)
Fig. 3—Typical distribution of nearest and higher-order neighbor spacing the second and the first nearest neighbor spacing, 1.85, the(thermal gradient GL 5 86 K/cm): (a) dendritic growth at V 5 18.4 mm/s experimental observations are closer to that for the hexago-and (b) cellular growth at V 5 1.5 mm/s.
nal arrangement (1.73) than to a square one (1.4). This is
also supported by the observed frequency distributions of
the coordination number of the cells and dendrites (Figures
Figure 7(b) does the same for the cells. The lines through 5 through 8). Combining all the cell and dendrite data pre-
the data represent Gaussian regression. The regression sented in Table III, we obtain A1 5 6.3, suggesting the
parameters are presented in Table III. The r 2 values are predominance of a hexagonal arrangement. The mean value
nearly unity, indicating an excellent fit to the Gaussian of the ratio A2/A1 is 0.13 for Gaussian regression of the
behavior. The parameter A1 is 6.46 6 0.05 for dendrites, frequency distribution (Table III), and is 0.214 for Gaussian
and 6.13 6 0.06 for cells. regression of the nearest neighbor peak (Table I). This, how-
The influence of thermosolutal convection in the mushy ever, indicates that there is considerable Gaussian noise
zone on the distribution of cells and dendrites can be superimposed on this hexagonal arrangement of the cells
observed by comparing Figures 7 and 8, which correspond and dendrites.
to Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb and Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb, respectively. There are three sources of noise: fluctuations in the growth
Comparison of the Gaussian regression parameters in Table speed and thermal gradient caused by mechanical effects,
III shows that the higher extent of convection in the mushy variation in grain orientations across the specimen cross
zone expected in the more permeable PB-5.8 wt pct Sb section, and fluid flow due to convection. In addition, there
alloy does not cause any significant change in the statistical may be a scatter inherent in the primary spacing distribution,
distribution of cells and dendrites. as indicated by the recently reported history dependence of
primary spacing.[13] In this study, growth speed and thermal
gradient are well controlled, and grain orientations are wellIV. DISCUSSION
aligned (Figure 2). Convection in the mushy zone is known
to produce nonuniform distribution of cells and dendrites.The data presented in Table II show the ratio of the second
to the first neighbor spacing (A1 for second peak/A1 for first In a more severe form, it can produce “channel segregates”
or “freckles.”[12] We believe that convection is the majorpeak) to be 1.85 6 0.11 and that of the third to the first
neighbor spacing (A1 for third peak/A1 for first peak) to be contributor of this noise, as has been indicated by preliminary
low-gravity experiments that produced more uniform micro-2.70 6 0.25. For an ideal square distribution of the cells
and dendrites, these ratios would be 1.414 and 2, respec- structure.[14] However, the question remains of what extent
of this noise is caused by convection in the melt, and whattively. For an ideal hexagonal distribution, the ratios would
be 1.73 and 2.2, respectively. Assuming that we have more extent of it is inherent in the arrayed growth of the cells
and dendrites? Only convection-free low-gravity directionalconfidence in the experimentally observed ratio between
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Table I. Spacings in Directionally Solidified Pb-2.2 Wt Pct Sb Alloy (Thermal Gradient GL 5 86 K cm21)
First Peak Second Peak Third PeakVelocity
(mm s21) A0 A1 A2 A1/A2 A0 A1 A2 A0 A1 A2 r 2
1.5 21.3 140.6 79.8 0.568 28.0 239.3 76.8 40.5 328.5 52.4 0.960
2.1 42.8 235.0 33.2 0.141 24.5 455.1 46.6 1.2 642.3 47.1 0.963
2.5 19.0 197.1 28.5 0.145 21.6 365.5 39.4 20.3 523.4 22.4 0.994
3 29.0 205.7 43.0 0.21 26.7 355.1 47.8 29.3 515.1 73.2 0.988
6 19.8 205.2 35.9 0.175 12.8 384.9 40.6 4.7 515.9 48.7 0.992
10 86.0 179.8 28.6 0.159 81.5 345.2 47.2 88.5 525.2 13.9 0.982
14 53.9 194.1 33.6 0.173 54.5 357.1 43.7 42.3 453.1 23.3 0.994
18.2 88.1 174.9 24.3 0.139 47 330.1 48.5 25.8 436.9 24.6 0.98
mean 5 0.214
Table II. The Ratios of the Second to the First Nearest Neighbor Spacings and of the Third to the First Nearest Neighbor
Spacings in Directionally Solidified Pb-Sb Alloys
Solute Thermal
Velocity Content Gradient
(mm s21) (Wt Pct Sb) (K cm21) Morphology Peak 2/Peak 1 Peak 3/Peak 1 r 2
1.5 2.2 86 cell 1.70 2.90 0.96
2.1 2.2 86 cell/dendrite 1.94 2.73 0.963
2.5 2.2 86 dendrite 1.85 2.65 0.994
3.0 2.2 86 dendrite 1.73 2.50 0.988
6.0 2.2 86 dendrite 1.88 2.51 0.992
10 2.2 86 dendrite 1.91 2.89 0.982
14 2.2 86 dendrite 1.92 2.33 0.994
18.2 2.2 86 dendrite 1.83 2.69 0.911
0.6 2.2 37 cell 1.98 2.91 0.984
10 2.2 37 dendrite 1.48 2.07 0.978
0.8 5.8 140 cell 1.93 2.75 0.995
1.0 5.8 140 cell 1.86 2.60 0.875
1.5 5.8 140 early dendrite 1.83 2.41 0.930
2.0 5.8 140 early dendrite 1.89 3.05 0.992
3.0 5.8 140 dendrite 1.94 2.97 0.990
3.5 5.8 140 dendrite 1.80 2.74 0.997
8.0 5.8 140 dendrite 1.82 2.68 0.994
10 5.8 140 dendrite 1.89 2.99 0.993
20 5.8 140 dendrite 1.91 2.87 0.973
mean 5 1.85 mean 5 2.70
standard deviation 5 60.11 standard deviation 5 60.25
Fig. 5—Frequency distribution of number of nearest neighbors in a direc-
tionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy (thermal gradient GL 5 86 K cm21).
solidification experiments on single crystal samples and their Fig. 6—Combined frequency distribution of number of nearest neighbors
comparison with the terrestrial experiments would provide in a directionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy under three different
thermal gradients.an answer. Such experiments are presently planned.
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(a) (a)
(b)(b)
Fig. 8—Frequency distribution of number of nearest neighbors in a direc-Fig. 7—Frequency distribution of number of nearest neighbors in a direc-
tionally solidified Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy irrespective of growth speeds attionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb alloy irrespective of growth speeds or
G 5 140 K cm21 for (a) dendrites and (b) cells.thermal gradients for (a) dendrites and (b) cells.




(Wt Pct Sb) Morphology A0 A1 A2 r 2 A2/A1
2.2 dendrite 0.48 6 0.03 6.46 6 0.05 0.83 6 0.05 0.99 0.13
2.2 cell 0.44 6 0.03 6.13 6 0.06 0.87 6 0.06 0.98 0.14
5.8 dendrite 0.52 6 0.02 6.33 6 0.04 0.76 6 0.04 0.99 0.12
5.8 cell 0.46 6 0.01 6.31 6 0.02 0.88 6 0.02 0.99 0.14
V. CONCLUSIONS this hexagonal distribution. Convection in the mushy
zone may be partially responsible for this noise.The following conclusions can be drawn from the statisti-
cal analysis of the cell/dendrite distribution on the transverse
sections of the directionally solidified Pb-2.2 wt pct Sb and
Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy samples. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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